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Abstract. Group sightseeing has some advantages in terms of required
budget and so on. Some travel agents provide package tours of group
sightseeing, but participants have to follow a predetermined schedule
in tour, and thus there may be no plan which perfectly satisfies the
tourist’s expectation. In this paper, we formalize a problem to find group
sightseeing schedules for each user from given users’ preferences and time
restrictions corresponding to each destination. We also propose a Genetic
Algorithm-based algorithm to solve the problem. We implemented and
evaluated the method, and confirmed that our algorithm finds efficient
routes for group sightseeing.

1 Introduction

Personal navigation system guides its user through a mobile terminal such as
mobile phone or PDA. Until now, there has been a lot of researches on per-
sonal navigation system. For example, indoor route guidance system[2] and a
system which provides sightseeing information through mobile terminal[3] are
proposed. These personal navigation systems’ primary objective is to guide the
user towards single destination or to provide information, and they lack function-
ality to guide the user through multiple destinations within limited time period,
which is common in sightseeing. We have already proposed a personal navigation
system P-Tour which guides user through multiple destinations. P-Tour finds a
route schedule to tour multiple sightseeing destinations considering user’s pref-
erences[9]. The previous P-Tour provides functionality to guide single user only,
but it is quite common that a group of members go sightseeing together in order
to save traveling cost by riding on the same vehicle. In this paper, we propose an
extension for P-Tour which finds a route schedule on group sightseeing. On group
sightseeing, the members would prefer (1) visiting each destination with other
members, (2) forking from other members and visiting special destinations, (3)
visiting each destination taking into account of all members’ preferences, and (4)
visiting each destination efficiently within limited time. In order to achieve these
objectives, we formalized the problem to find routes for each user from user’s
preferences and restrictions, designed and implemented a GA-based algorithm
to solve the problem. Then, we evaluated the method through experiments, and
confirmed that our algorithm finds efficient routes for group sightseeing.
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2 Related works

Genetic algorithm is a combinatorial optimization algorithm inspired from evo-
lution in nature, and it uses crossover, mutation, evaluation and selection oper-
ations. There are many applications of genetic algorithm including traditional
combinatorial optimization problems such as Knapsack problem[8], Traveling
Salesperson Problem [10], Set Coverage Problem[1], and so on. Besides them,
genetic algorithm can be used for solving engineering problems such as Job
Shop Scheduling Problems[7], and multiple processor scheduling problems[4].

We have also used Genetic Algorithm in our already proposed personal nav-
igation system “P-Tour”[9]. P-Tour can plan schedule around multiple destina-
tions with many restrictions.

There are also problems to gain benefits of whole system (or all users) such
as group sightseeing schedule planning problem, explained below.

– Theme park problem[5]: A problem to reduce congestion and improve cus-
tomer’s satisfaction in theme park by adjusting presentation of information
and booking of each facilities.

– Delivery scheduling problem[6]: A problem to find the optimal delivery path
when there are many parcels with labels to deliver, and many vehicles with
limited maximum load. The objective is to minimize the total distance of
the path and improve customer’s satisfaction.

Since these existing studies do not handle forking and joining of passenger
groups, these methods are different from our study.

3 Route scheduling for group sightseeing

In the proposed method, we find a sightseeing schedule in which members of
group sightseeing fork and join on the way, shown in Fig.1.
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Fig. 1. Concept of group sightseeing schedule

Finding an efficient group sightseeing schedule involves issues which does not
exist on scheduling for single person tour.
– Differences of preferences between members: Each member may have

different preferences for each destination. The system has to decide from:
(1) making members visit same destinations by ignoring part of members’
preferences, (2) making compromised route, or (3) making part of members
fork from other members.



– Differences between starting and ending points of the route of
each member: The system has to handle each member’s starting point
of the route. Besides it, part of members may start sightseeing later than
other members. Different time and locations of ending points should also be
considered.

4 Definition of the problem

In this section, we first define the problem to find an efficient schedule for group
sightseeing. On group sightseeing, the members usually prefer visiting each des-
tination with other members. But, the members have different conditions regard-
ing to starting location, returning location, and preference of each destination.
The objective of the problem is to maximize users’ satisfaction which is eval-
uated by summing up each member’s satisfaction value which increases when
visiting each destination with other members, and when preferred destinations
are included in the route.

4.1 Input

The input of the problem is shown below.

– Map data, given as a directional graph G = (V, E). Each edge is assigned a
length. Minimum distance between two given vertices v1 and v2 is referred
as dist(v1, v2).

– Destination data D = {d1, ...}, each element is given as tuple of following
information.
1. Name of the destination(e.g. Horyu-ji Temple).
2. Corresponding vertex vh ∈ V .
3. rtij : The latest arrival time for member ui at destination dj . (for ex-

ample, if rtij = 12:00, member ui has to reach destination dj before
12:00).

4. durij : Restriction of staying time for member ui at destination dj .
5. preij : Preference value for member ui at destination dj .

– Participant data: each member has following five parameters.
• pdis ∈ D: Starting point of member ui.
• pdig ∈ D: Returning point of member ui.
• ptis, ptig: Time restriction for member ui at start / returning points.
• speedi: Speed of user ui.

4.2 Notations
The group sightseeing schedule is composed of schedules of each member. The
schedule for member ui is denoted as si = (Di, Stayi), where Di is a list of
destinations visited by member ui, defined as Di = 〈d′i1, d′i2, ..., d′ij , ..., d′i|Di|〉,
and d′ij is member ui’s j-th destination. Stayi is the list of stay time for member
ui at each destination, defined as Stayi = 〈stayi1, stayi2, ..., stayi|Di|〉, and stayij



is the stay time for which member ui stays at destination dj . The arrival time
of member ui at destination d′ij is denoted as tij , and calculated as follows :

ti(j+1) = tij + stayij +
dist(d′ij,d

′
i(j+1))

speedi
. Usually, stayij is equal to durij , but if

members have to join at the destination, and some members arrives earlier, other
members have to wait at the destination.

4.3 Evaluation function

Evaluation function f is defined as follows:

f(S) =
|U |∑

i=1

{α
|Di|∑

j=1

preij · timeok(si, dij) · group(S, i, j)

−
|Di|−1∑

j=1

(
β · dist(dij , di(j+1)))

+γ · commonpath(S, i, j, j + 1))− δ · timegoal(Si, pig)} (1)

α, β, γ and δ are constant values.
Function timeok(si, d

′
ij) returns 1 iff destination d′ij is included in route si

and both restrictions rtij and durij are satisfied.
Function group(S, i, j) returns the number of members who visit destination

dij together on the route S. By this term, evaluation value increases when many
members visit a destination together.

Function commonpath(S, i, j, j + 1) returns the number of members who
move from dij to di(j+1) together on the route S. By this term, evaluation value
increases when many members move together.

Function timegoal(si, pig) returns an absolute value of difference between ar-
rival time and expected arrival time at destination si. Evaluation value decreases
when they arrive too early or too late.

the size of touring group between destinations.

4.4 Algorithm

In this section, we describe the GA-based scheduling algorithm for group tours.
Fig. 2 shows the routes of two members represented as a list of genes. One

chromosome consists of lists of genes for all members. Each gene in the list rep-
resents destination, and the traveling order is represented by the path from left
side to right side of the list, in the figure. Genes P11, . . . , P14 represent destina-
tions in the route for member u1, and genes P21, . . . , P24 represent destinations
in the route of member u2.

Pij is genes called normal gene. R11, R12, R21, R22, R23 are called reference
genes. Reference genes do not represent destinations directly, but points the
destinations visited by another member. Reference genes have three elements:
referred member, unique value, hidden gene.
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Decoding of reference genes is performed as shown in Fig.3. At first, arrival
times and departure times of destinations represented by normal genes are cal-
culated until reference gene appears.

Next, referred gene is searched. Referred gene represents the destination such
that the referring member arrives at the destination represented by referred gene
before referred member (here, RA1 and RB1).

If destination represented by referred gene is included in referring members’
route, the hidden gene is activated. Hidden gene represents another destination
called hidden destination.

Reference gene may refer to another reference gene, and references between
genes can be cyclic(Fig.5). In this case, the unique values of reference genes are
compared each other. The hidden gene of the reference gene with the largest
unique value is activated.

GA operations are composed of generation of initial population, evaluation,
selection, crossover, and mutation. Let M denotes the number of members, N
denotes population size, and I denotes the number of generations.

1. Generation of initial population: N chromosomes are randomly generated as
initial population. Each chromosome represents candidate solution.

2. Evaluation: The evaluation values are calculated with evaluation function
described in section 3.3.

3. Selection: We use elite strategy and tournament selection.
4. Crossover: We use two point crossover. If there are redundant destinations,

they are deleted.
5. Mutation: we use random insertion, deletion, exchange, change of reference

and conversion.
6. One GA generation is step 2 to 5, and these steps are repeated until a good

solution is obtained.

5 Evaluation experiments

To evaluate the proposed method, we conducted experiments to evaluate the
following two points.

– Quality of obtained schedules



– Optimality of obtained schedules

In the experiments, we used the map of Nara prefecture (digital map 25000
issued by Geographical Survey Institute of Japan). We executed the proposed
algorithm on an ordinary PC with Pentium M 2.0GHz, 512M Memory, Windows
XP pro., Java 1.4.2. We assumed that tourists move by car and their speed is
40 km/h.

Also, we set parameter values from preliminary test as follows: N = 1000,
I = 200, W = 30, L = 20000, α = 50, β = 0.015, γ = 15 and δ = 10.

5.1 Quality of obtained schedules

We input data of 3 members shown in Table 1, 8 kinds of destination data and
evaluated the obtained schedule. Details of the values are as follows: if a user
wants to visit one of the destinations, its preference value is set to 5, and if not,
it is set to -10. Stay time is 60 minutes for all destinations.

Table 1. Data for 30 destinations

requested by all members none(∅)
Yakushi-ji temple(A1) NAIST(E1)

Todai-ji temple(A2) Taima temple(E2)

Horyu-ji temple(A3) Kongou shrine(E3)

Tamaki shrine(E4)

Akisino temple(E5)

Suijin tennoryou(E6)

requested by only u1 requested by only u2 requested by only u3

Kasuga-taisya shrine(B1) Zinmu tennoryou(C1) Syoumu tennoryou(D1)

Ishigami shrine(B2) Hase temple(C2) Torinoyama kofun(D2)

Tyougaku temple(B3) Dansan shrine(C3) Keikou tennoryou(D3)

Houzan temple(B4) Ishibutai kofun(C4) Sigi-moutain Nodoka villeage(D4)

requested by u1, u2 requested by u1, u3 requested by u2, u3

Mesuri-moutain kofun(F1) Kamotoba shrine(G1) Tennnouzan kofun(H1)

Yashikiyama kofun(F2) Oogami shrine(G2) Ruins of Fujiwarakyu (H2)

Oono temple(F3) Nukataryou(G3) Suidei kofun(H3)

Next, we evaluate paths obtained by our method. Calculation time for those
paths is about 1.3 minutes total. The obtained schedule is shown in Figure 6.
Figure 7 is all members’ paths overlapped.

Now, we give some explanations regarding to the obtained schedule. Member
u1 departures NAIST(E1) at 8:34, and tours 3 destinations (B3, G3, B1) alone
until 11:53. The member sets high preference values for these three destinations.
Member u2 departures Hozanji (B4), joins with u3, and they tour Tennozan
Kofun (H1) together. Member u2 waits from 9:43 to 11:09 for member u3 before
joining. After that, u1 joins them at Todaiji(A2), and tours 3 destinations (A2,
A1, A3) together. All three members set high preference values for these 3 des-
tinations. Also, member u2 and u3 have to wait from 11:38 to 11:45 for member
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Fig. 6. A time table of obtained schedule
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u1 to join. u1 forks after touring these 3 destinations, and arrives at his final des-
tination. After that, member u2 and u3 tour Shigi Nodoka village(D4) together.
Then, member u2 and u3 splits. Member u2 goes to his goal, and member u3

tours Torinoyama Kofun(D2) before reaching his final destination(Hasedera C2).
Member u3 sets a high preference value for Torinoyama Kofun (D2).

As shown above, our method can obtain schedule with joining and fork-
ing, and this schedule includes destinations with high preference values for each
member.

5.2 Optimality of obtained schedules

To evaluate optimality of the obtained schedule by the proposed method, we
compared the obtained schedules with the optimal schedules obtained by full
search. We set the parameters as follows: the number of members is 3, the number
of destination is 3 or 4. The results are shown in Table 2 These results are average
values of 10 trials.

Table 2. Comparison of obtained schedules with the optimal solutions

Number of destinations Number of combinations computation time computation time error rate

(search space) proposed method full search (%)

3 (21)3 about 10(sec.) about 2(min.) 0%

4 (142)3 about 13(sec.) about 18(hour) 0%

5 (12336)3 - - -

In the cases of both 3 and 4 destinations, our method obtains the optimal
schedule. Also, our method was a lot faster than the full search algorithm. Since
the calculation time of the full search algorithm grows exponentially when the
number of destinations increases, we could not observe the case above 4 desti-
nations.

Also, In order to evaluate effect of introducing reference genes, we compared
proposed method with and without reference genes.



In the case without reference genes, our method with reference genes achieved
42.5% to 76.5% better fitness values than one without reference genes.

In the case without reference genes, members can join only if their schedules
happen to include the same point at the same time. Since members has different
starting points, it can find only few schedules with joining.

6 Conclusion
We proposed a method to find a schedule for group tour with different route for
each member. Each member of group sets own preference and restrictions. In
this paper, we formalized the scheduling problem on group sightseeing. And to
solve this problem, we designed scheduling algorithm based on GA. Moreover,
we evaluated the method through experiments by using the map data on the
northern part of Nara Prefecture, and confirmed that our algorithm finds efficient
routes for group sightseeing.

We are planning to improve the search efficiency by introducing the local
search method.
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